
Yellow Class Newsletter
TERM 3

We’re one in a minion!

Welcome back! We hope you have all had a fun filled Christmas holiday and are
ready for the new school term.

This term our topic will be ‘1666 and all that.’ We will be focusing on the
differences between life now and in the past, the causes and effects of a key
event in history and understanding sources of historical information. To launch our
topic the children will be investigating a mysterious occurrence at school during the
week beginning Monday 15th January.

Below is an overview of how our topic will link with the rest of the curriculum.

In English will be looking at fact books relating to our History topic. Through this
book we will learn about non-fiction texts with a focus on writing newspaper
reports.

Our Maths topics this term are: using mathematical symbols, recognising and using
money and finding and writing fractions. This will involve learning to count,
comparing numbers and values and measures using < > =. They will also need to
be able to justify their comparisons and use < > = to solve mathematical
problems. We will then move on to recognising monetary notations (£ and p) and
combining coins to make amounts. Finally, we will be deepening the children’s
knowledge of fractions, they will learn to recognise, find, name and write
fractions (1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4) of a length, shape, set of objects or
quantity. As well as writing simple fractions and recognising equivalences (eg. 2/4
= 1/2).

In Science we will be learning about materials and their properties. We will be
exploring the properties of a variety of materials and investigating which materials
are best for specific purposes. We will also be exploring how materials change
when heated.

In History we will be studying a key event in British history, looking at sources of
historical information and comparing life now to life in the past.

In Computing we will be learning how to stay safe online including how to use
technology safely and respectfully and identifying where to go for help and
support with any concerns.



In DT the children will be exploring the use of materials to create their own 17th

century house and explore the living conditions of people at the time.

Our RE focus is Christianity and the children will be learning about the role of
churches within the community and the importance of baptism to Christians.

This term our PE will be on a Monday and Thursday and will include gymnastics
and games. Therefore please ensure your child has a complete, named PE kit in
school and ensure that earrings are removed and long hair is tied back on these
occasions. Many thanks.

Dates for your Diary
w/c Monday 22nd January – After-school clubs begin
Tuesday 6th February – Parent Consultations
Thursday 8th February – Parent Consultations
Friday 9th February – Year 2 Scooter Training – more details to follow
Friday 9th February – last day of term

Finally…
 Please ensure your child has a book bag, water bottle and PE kit in school

at all times.
 As we hope to have many opportunities to pursue artistic and creative

learning we ask that you please ensure your child has an apron or old shirt
to wear in order to protect their school uniform.

 The children will continue to use the outdoor areas wherever possible to
enhance their learning, therefore could we please ask that you bring in a
pair of wellies for your child to use in school as well as a coat at all
times. (Please ensure that the wellies are in a named carrier bag for them
to keep on their peg).

 Show and Tell will be on Fridays and will comprise of showing Busy Books
and sharing home learning.

 On Wednesday afternoons Yellow Class will be taught by Mrs Stafford as
she will be covering the class teacher’s PPA.

 Please remember to take the time to listen to your child read and make a
note in your child’s home school contact book.

 A very big thank you for all the lovely Christmas cards and gifts, they
were very much appreciated.

Thank you for your hard work, commitment, cooperation and support and we look
forward to a great term!

Mr Pollard, Mrs Dearing and Miss Croker


